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Abstract
There has been a very rapid growth in developments related to 
wireless technologies over the last decade. The new evolved 
technology aims at providing network availability to users 
everywhere, at all times and at low cost. Transmission Control 
Protocol (TCP) is reliable, connection oriented transport protocol 
which provides end-to-end data delivery in networks. TCP was 
primarily designed for wired networks and it shows performance 
degradation when used in wireless networks. The main concern 
in wireless networks with TCP is the packet loss which is mostly 
considered to have occurred due to congestion. Over the time 
many TCP variants have been developed to solve the problem 
of congestion and improve performance of TCP. In this paper, 
an analysis of TCP variants has been performed. Paper presents 
methods along with corresponding advantages and disadvantages, 
which provides areas for future research.
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I. Introduction
Networks are mainly classified into wired networks and wireless 
networks. In wired networks the connections in the network is 
made through the use of cables. Wireless networks refer to a 
computer network that is not connected by cables of any kind. 
Wireless networks are classified into infrastructure based networks 
and infrastructure less networks. One of the aims of wireless 
technology is to provide network availability to users everywhere, 
at all times and at low cost. Wireless links are characterized by high 
bit error rates and intermittent connectivity. The rest of the paper 
is organized as follows. Section II describes Transmission Control 
Protocol (TCP) and in Table 1, variants of TCP are presented. 
Conclusions are presented in Section III.

II. Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) was originally defined 
in RFC 793 [1]. TCP is reliable, connection oriented transport 
protocol which provides end-to-end data delivery in networks. 
TCP was primarily designed for wired networks and it shows 
performance degradation when used in wireless networks. TCP is 
a window based reliable transport layer protocol that achieves its 
reliability through sequence numbers and acknowledgements [2]. 
TCP assumes that all the packet losses are due to congestion. When 
a packet is lost, TCP applies congestion avoidance mechanisms 
and slows its transmission rate. However, wireless networks are 
known to experience sporadic and usually temporary losses due to 
fading, shadowing, hand off that cannot be considered congestion. 
Packets can be lost due to hand offs as a mobile node moves out 
of range of a base station and into the range of another packet lost 
during such transitions also initiate TCPs congestion avoidance. 
TCP is based on the principle of “conservation of packets”, which 
means that in the case a connection works at the available capacity 
of bandwidth, the packet is not to be inserted into the network until 

the second packet doesn’t leave the network [3]. TCP implements 
the above principle by using the acknowledgements to time the 
outgoing packets, because the acknowledgement means that the 
specific packet has left the network.
TCP maintains the congestion window to represent the network 
capacity. The transmitter can send data up to the minimum value 
of congestion window and advertised window. Congestion control 
is the flow control imposed by the transmitter, while the advertised 
window is the flow control imposed by the receiver. The first control 
is based on the transmitter’s perception of network congestion, 
while the second is related to the size of available space in the 
buffer at the receiver for the given connection.

TCP operates in three phases:
Connection establishment1. 
Data transfer2. 
Connection termination3. 

The basic implementations of TCP are based on Jacobson’s classical 
slow start algorithm for congestion avoidance and control [4- 5]. 
A number of solutions have been proposed to remove the problem 
of congestion. This paper performs analysis on the variants of 
TCP that have evolved for performance improvement in wireless 
networks. The classifications have been made on the basis of 
TCP methods employed. The features of each method have been 
highlighted along with the corresponding drawbacks that exist 
in them. The drawbacks provide areas for improvement in the 
performance and research in wireless networks. Table 1, lists the 
methods developed with TCP variants to improve performance 
in wireless networks.
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Table 1: TCP Approaches to Improve Performance in Wireless Networks
S.no Methods Reference Description Advantage Disadvantage

1.

Wireless networking 
Testbed which is 
operated on 4.3 
BSD Tahoe and new 
fast retransmission 
method is proposed.

Caceres R, 
Iftode L [6]

Reliable data transfer is 
made over TCP connection 
between Mobile host and 
stationary host. Mobile 
Host is made to cross 
cell boundaries while 
connection is active.

a)Smooth 
handoffs
b) More accurate 
retransmission 
timers
c)Fast 
retransmissions
d)Improvements in 
latency
e)Improvement in 
throughout

a)Loss of 
throughput
b)Pauses in 
transmission
c)Packet losses
Slow recovery
d)Unacceptable 
interactive 
response

2.

Paper reviews TCP 
SACK, TCP Vegas, 
and proposes TCP 
New Vegas

Sing J., Soh 
B.[7]

TCP Vegas implements 
three sender-side 
changes. 
a) Packet Pacing
b) Packet Pairing
c) Rapid Window 
Convergence (RWC).
It is implemented using 
drop tail queues

a) TCP vegas 
and TCP New 
Vegas maintain 
consistent 
congestion 
window size for 
connection.
b)TCP vegas and 
TCP new vegas 
don’t drop any 
packets
c)Retransmission  
is at fast speed 
in Vegas and new 
vegas
d)Does not 
consume all 
available queue 
space
e) New Vegas 
achieves high 
throughput
f) Significant 
protocol where 
packet loss is due 
to corruption in 
links.

a)New vegas takes 
more time to reach 
optimal value of 
congestion window.
b)Its throughput 
degrades when 
used over 
network with large 
bandwidth.
c)New vegas has 
less stability over 
error prone links
d)channel wastage

3.

MS- TCP is proposed 
which combines 
M-TCP and Snoop 
TCP

Ghazaleh H., 
Muhanna 
M.[8]

MS-TCP overcomes 
handoff and BER 
problems, maintains 
throughput same after 
and before handoff and 
recovers fast from BER.

a)High throughput
b)Resumes 
connection faster 
after handoff and 
BER
c)Local 
retransmission 
to retransmit lost 
packets
d)Eliminates serial 
time outs 

a) No buffer on 
receiver’s side to 
prevent overflow
b)No threshold 
value for 
congestion window
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4.

Analysis on 
performance end 
to end protocols ( 
P-TCP, TCP migrate, 
SLM, TCP-R, 
Tsukamoto proposal, 
HIP, LCT,             SL 
-TCP,VA-TCP)

Shah P.A., 
Yousaf M., 
Qayyum A., 
Malik S.A.[9]

To see performance end 
to end handover delays 
and throughput delay time 
are used. Three vertical 
scenarios are considered.

Handover delay 
is minimum 
when mobile 
node moves 
between two 
non overlapping 
networks and 
more when MN 
moves out of 
overlapping region.

a)limitations of  
higher handover 
delay 
b) throughput 
degradation time  
of different end-
to-end mobility 
management 
protocols 

5.

Proposed New 
Adaptive Forward 
error correction 
model based on 
hamming code

 Islam M.S., 
Sadid W.H., 
Kashem 
M.A., 
Rahman 
M.A., Islam 
M.N. [10]

Performance is based 
on error correction and 
detection. Optimal buffer 
utilization by packet 
correction at destination 
end.

a)AFEC sends 
more packets in 
less time.
b)Removes drop 
of congestion 
window.
c)Removes 
retransmissions of 
same packet.
d)Hamming 
Code is used due 
to lower order 
complexity

Not known but 
can be applied 
on Reed Solomon 
method and 
other advanced 
error detection/
correction 
methods.

6.

TCP-FIT algorithm 
evaluated by parallel 
TCP technique as 
EMULTCP

Wang J., Wen 
J., Zhang J. 
,Han Y. [11]

N virtual TCP sessions 
are utilized in single TCP 
connection.uses packet 
loss  and queuing delay 
as input to cwnd control 
algorithm.

a)lower end- to 
end latency
b)able to utilize 
bandwidth left 
used by other 
protocols
c)Sessions 
are adjusted 
dynamically
d)Higher 
throughput under 
fixed delays, 
packet loss and 
distributed delay

a)to improve 
both the network 
utilization and 
fairness
performance of TCP 
friendly rate control 
over wireless
environments.
b)Sessions share 
same bottleneck 
link

7.
Wireless congestion 
control protocol 
(WCCP)

Kumar M., 
Prakash S. 
[12]

It is rate based protocol 
which uses channel 
busyness ratio. Uses 
feedback mechanism

a)better channel 
utilization
b)less delay and 
good fairness
c)eliminates 
starvation

As there are 
many flows for 
simulation. 
Throughput is zero 
when there are 
many flows for 
main flow.

8.

Performance 
analysis of TCP 
Tahoe,reno,new 
reno,sack,fack,vegas 
in MANETs

B.N. 
Yuvaraju, 
Chiplunkar 
N.N, [13]

Analysis is on basis of
a)throughput
b)average end to end 
delay
c)packet delivery fraction 
in high/low mobility.
Routing protocol 
AODV(reactive) used for 
routing

High throughput by 
SACK.
Vegas performs 
better on all 
factors of analysis

a) network 
asymmetry
b)AODV maintains 
only 1 hop 
information
c)throughput 
degrades with 
increase in number 
of connections.
d) no consideration 
of routing 
overhead, delay, 
total route 
requests sent and 
retransmissions
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9.

Explicit congestion 
notification(ECN) & 
Snoop combination 
is used in Wi-max 
network

Chawhan 
M.D.,Kapur 
A.R. [14]

Works with active queue 
management(AQM).Works 
on Wi max unidirectional 
and bidirectional scenario

a)ECN doesnot 
drop packets in 
congestion.
b)Lesser 
retransmission, 
reduces latency 
and jitter.
c) Avoids RTO 
timeout.

a)Effects on bulk 
throughput are not 
clear.
b)Throughput 
degrades with 
errors

10.
TCP vegas 
performance in LTE 
networks

Abed G.A., 
Ismail M., 
Jumari K., 
[15]

Improves performance by 
using RTT. alpha and beta 
values are used to control 
adjustment of congestion 
window  at source host

a)Adjustable size 
of congestion 
window.
b)High throughput
c)Few 
retransmissions

Algorithm depends 
on accurate 
calculation of base 
RTT value.

11.

Two modifications 
based on MAC layer 
and MAC & TCP layer 
modifications

Dalal P., 
Kothari N., 
Dasgupta 
K.S [16]

To make TCP adaptable 
to wireless scenario 
& improve end to end 
performance where 
networks suffer from 
network failure

a)Efficient loss 
recovery at MAC 
layer
b) Improved 
network utilization.
c) Reduction in 
number of TCP 
retransmissions.
d) Higher 
congestion 
window enables 
to transmit data 
according to 
network capacity.

a) Doesnot work 
in presence of 
interference 
caused by 
neighboring nodes.
b) Doesnot 
consider BER.
c) Does not 
consider multiple 
disconnections.
d) RTO is fixed.
e) If disconnection 
continues 
performance 
degrades.

12. Proposes SACK2

Ali M.M, 
Alam 
A.K.M.S., 
Sarker M.S 
[17]

SACK2 is modified version 
of SACK1. It considers 
loss of last ACK and 
increasing delay of getting 
ACK as outcome of 
mobility in MANETS.

a) Never makes 
slow start 
threshold value 
too low.
b)More stable and 
consistent
c) Lowers packet 
loss for small 
number of nodes.
d) Flexible time 
outs and multiple 
packet loss.
e)efficient link 
utilization
f) Performs better 
at higher velocity.

a) Packet drop 
depends on 
MANETs topology 
and time out 
threshold.
b) Worst results at 
lower velocity.

13. Rate based WCCP
Singh 
R.,Patel B., 
[18]

Two components one 
at transport layer. It 
replaces window adjusting 
algorithm of TCP with 
WCCP to regulate sending 
rate. Second, between 
networking and MAC layer. 
It monitors & modifies 
feedback to monitor 
incoming and outgoing 
packets.

a) Improved 
performance over 
window based 
approach.
b) Dropped 
packets/sec is 
smaller.
c) Busyness ratio 
is fixed into range.
d) Pre computed 
shortest path is 
used so there is no 
routing overhead.

As the number of 
flows increases 
RTT variations also 
increases which 
leads to throughput 
decrease.
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14.
Proposes cross layer 
model to enhance 
TCP performance

Tayade M., 
Sharma S., 
[19]

TCP Adaptive RTO 
protocol, TCP based on 
RTT protocol and Adaptive 
Backoff response 
algorithm is defined using 
cross layers providing 
lower layer information to 
upper layers.

a) prevents RTO 
exponential 
backoff.
b)recognizes loss 
due to link failures.
c)Estimates 
throughput when 
timeout occurs.
d)Achieves a 
stability.
e)fast 
retransmission 
and fast recovery.

UNKNOWN

15. Data loss 
Notification (DLN)

Saravanan 
S., 
Karthikeyan 
E., [20]

DLN removes limitations 
of  snoop protocol. It 
changes ACK format of 
TCP and distinguishes 
between packet losses 
incurred by congestion 
and channel error.

a)Improves 
throughput.
b)Improves delay 
performance.
c)If packet is lost,it 
retransmits packet 
immediately 
without window 
reduction.
d) maintains cache 
of TCP packets 
sent from fixed 
host but not yet 
acknowledged.
e) Maintains large 
TCP congestion 
window.
f) Avoids long idle 
waiting time.

UNKNOWN

16. Modified Swift Start 
Model

Khalil E.A., 
[21]

Uses DACK technique. 
Modifies packet pair 
algorithm. Analytic 
Fluid Approach is used 
to analyze slow start, 
traditional swift start.

a) Faster in 
estimating path 
congestion.
b) Packets are 
sent in form of 
pairs.
c) Enhances 
connections start 
up.

UNKNOWN

17.

Protocol 
optimizations by 
deploying Mobile 
Accelerator.

Liu K., Lee 
J.Y.B [22]

Performs protocol 
optimizations on mobile 
data networks. It is a 
network centric approach. 
It divides TCP flow into two 
segments, from internet 
server to accelerator 
and from accelerator 
to mobile client & then 
apply opportunistic 
transmission algorithm 
and rate based congestion 
control algorithm.

a) Increases 
throughput.
b) Resolves flow 
and congestion 
control 
bottlenecks.
c) Efficiently 
utilizes underlying 
network 
bandwidth.
d) Does not require 
modification to 
existing server/
client OS. 

UNKNOWN
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18. Vegas and FAST is 
operated together.

Raja P., 
Raina 
G.,[23]

Uses parameters α, β and 
δ. Estimates number of 
packets backlogged and 
stores its value in diff 
variable.

a) Local stability.
b) Number of 
backlogged 
packets is 
calculated.
c) Use of loss 
recovery. 
d) Considers 
properties of non 
linear fluid model 
for TCP.

a) Vegas and FAST 
sensitive to small 
size buffers.
b) When values 
of α, β, and δ are 
large stability is 
harder to achieve.

19. Congestion Control 
Mechanism

Qiu Q., Zhao 
L., Ping L., 
Wu C., Yang 
Q [24]

It avoids buffer overflow 
at eNB through controlling 
the advertisement window 
of TCP in LTE network.

a) Increases 
throughput
b) Reduces 
average packet 
delay and jitter.
c) Reduces packet 
loss rate.

Congestion 
coefficient and 
adjustment 
coefficient of 
mechanism are 
configured with 
fixed values only.

20.

Compares 
performance of 
different versions 
of TCP protocol, 
designed for high 
speed networks

Ceco A., 
Nosovic N., 
[25]

Approaches based on loss 
detection, delay detection, 
and combined ones have 
been compared which 
operate at high speeds 
and cover long distances.

Most efficient is 
the combined 
group. 
Consistency of 
congestion window 
value.

Does not work 
for slow speed 
networks.

21.

Analysis of TCP 
vegas, Tahoe, Reno, 
Newreno, SACK 
and FACK over LTE 
network

Abed G.A., 
Ismail M., 
Jumari K 
[26]

The evaluation of the 
network performance 
is mainly based on 
throughput, queue size 
and packet losses through 
network path.

a) Vegas provides 
high throughput.
b) Sack and Vegas 
have lowest packet 
losses.
c) Vegas has small 
queue delay.

UNKNOWN

22.

Optimized predictive 
PFMIPv6 handover 
scheme with QoS 
negotiation based on 
Media Independent 
Handover

Kim I., Kim 
Y.T., [27]

New network discovery 
is made using four 
phases. Performance 
optimization is done on 
horizontal handover. QoS 
resource negotiation and 
pre-authentication is 
performed which leads to 
handover execution and 
completion.

a) Provides QoS 
guaranteed real 
time services.
b) Limited packet 
delay.
c) limited jitter and 
packet loss.
d) Improved 
throughput.

No handover failure 
conditions have 
been considered.

III. Conclusion
Transmission Control Protocol was designed initially for wired 
networks it results in performance degradation when used in 
wireless networks. Transmission Control Protocol is responsible 
for reliable transport and regulation of data flow from source to 
destination. The primary reasons for performance degradation are 
packet losses, link failures, hand offs and long round trip time. In 
this paper analysis has been performed over TCP approaches that 
work to improve performance in wireless networks. The enhanced 
classification of TCP performance improvement approaches that 
is presented in this paper makes it easy to compare available 
approaches. The comparison provides enormous research 
potential for throughput improvement and development of new 
approaches. 
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